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Hampden Hill Conservation Area
CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION & PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT
What is a conservation area?
Local planning authorities have a statutory duty to designate as conservation
areas any “areas of special architectural or historic interest the character or
appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance” (section 69 of the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990).
Effect of designation
Conservation-area designation imposes additional controls over demolition,
minor development and a measure of protection for trees. The Council has
produced a leaflet “Guidance for Residents” which is reproduced in the
Appendix. In exercising their planning powers, local planning authorities must
pay special attention to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the
character or appearance of conservation areas.
Planning in South Bucks
The Council’s current policies relating to conservation areas are contained in
the South Bucks District Local Plan which was adopted in March 1999. As the
new Local Development Framework emerges the Local Plan policies will
gradually be replaced by Development Plan Documents. Conservation Area
appraisals will not become Supplementary Planning Documents but their
provisions will be a “material consideration” when the Council is exercising its
functions as the local planning authority.
Background to the designation
In December 2001 the Hampden Hill Society asked South Bucks District Council
to consider designating a conservation area at Hampden Hill, a 1960s
development of 29 houses in contemporary style. The Society carried out its
own research into the architecture and history of the development and
supplied further information to the Council, including a character appraisal in
2004. With the support of Beaconsfield Town Council, English Heritage and
The Twentieth Century Society, South Bucks District Council formulated
proposals to designate a conservation area. Local residents were consulted on
these proposals and were invited to submit their comments by way of a
questionnaire. Additional information was provided by way of an exhibition at
the Beacon Centre in July 2005. Following a largely positive response to the
consultation the Hampden Hill Conservation Area was designated by South
Bucks District Council on 28th October 2005.
The extent of the conservation area is shown edged red on the analysis map.
It comprises all 29 of the houses and gardens, which form the Hampden Hill
estate, and includes the public open space in the centre of the development.
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Hampden Hill Conservation Area
Purpose of this document
The purpose of this appraisal is to define and record the special architectural
and historic interest of Hampden Hill Conservation Area. It has been prepared
on the basis of a survey of the area undertaken from public roads and paths,
historical research, information from residents and the other sources
mentioned in the “Sources” section of this document. The Hampden Hill
Society’s own character appraisal (dated March 2004) was based on extensive
research, including study of the RIBA archive and anecdotal evidence from
residents, and has been particularly helpful in preparing this document.
However no appraisal can ever be completely comprehensive. The omission
of any particular building, feature, view or space should not be taken to imply
that it is of no interest.
This appraisal will inform local planning policies, development control
decisions and any future proposals for the preservation and enhancement of
the character or appearance of the conservation area.

Introduction
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Hampden Hill Conservation Area
CHAPTER 2 – LOCATION AND SETTING
As illustrated by the map below, Hampden Hill is on the western edge of
Beaconsfield, about 25 miles north-west of London. Holtspur, once a separate
hamlet but now built-up and joined to Beaconsfield, is immediately to the
south. Hampden Hill is a development of houses set around a circular cul-desac off Holtspur Top Lane, a winding minor road which runs south-north off
the A40. At Holtspur Bottom the lane becomes Gregories Road leading to
Beaconsfield New Town whilst Riding Lane leads northward to Penn village.
Set in the Chiltern Hills, to the west are Holtspur Bottom Farm, as its name
implies, on the valley floor, and the fields and woodlands traditionally known
as “Penn country”. Prior to the current development, Hampden Hill was
known as “Mountain Goat Country”.
Produced from the Ordnance Survey Digital Mapping with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office ©Crown Copyright.
Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown Copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. LA 100025874 2004

DISTRICT BOUNDARY

Hampden Hill

Hampden Hill, Beaconsfield
Location Map
Scale 1:12000
June 2005
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Hampden Hill Conservation Area
CHAPTER 3 – SUMMARY
Hampden Hill is a rare example of a 1960s speculative housing development of
innovative, contemporary and distinctive design which remains largely as the
architect intended. The following elements all contribute to the special
interest of the conservation area:















the high-quality, contemporary design of the buildings
the development was designed by one of the few female architects of
the time, Mary Christian Hamp, associated with the prestigious firm of
Colcutt & Hamp
the design, layout and alignment of the buildings respects the
topography of the site
the respect for the rural setting by buildings, layout, planting and
streetscape
building materials and colour palette
generous spacing of buildings
large communal space in the form of a central green
the irregularity of layout, plot-size, and building-alignment
the variety of house type (there are four types but only 29 houses)
combined with a homogeneity in the general appearance of the
development
views in and out of the conservation area
open-plan layout
the tranquil, rural setting
ecological diversity encouraged by the management of the site
enthusiasm and affection of residents for the development and their
wish to preserve and enhance its special character.
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CHAPTER 4 – ORIGINS, DEVELOPMENT & USES
There are no recorded archaeological remains on the county’s Sites and
Monuments Record. Sites are very sparse in the immediate vicinity with the
exception of some early Iron Age pottery found in the garden of nearby 27
Stratton Road in 1975. It is possible that the site which this find presumably
represents could have extended into the conservation area but there is no
evidence on any map of Hampden Hill having been occupied prior to
construction of the current houses. Holtspur Top Lane is recorded on Thomas
Jeffrey’s county map of 1770. Like many Chiltern lanes it is likely to have
medieval or even earlier origins. Holtspur Bottom Farm has 17th/18th century
origins. The boundaries of the conservation area represent historic survivals
since that on the east is the old parish boundary between Beaconsfield and
Wooburn recorded from the 1820s, again probably medieval in origin. The
southern boundary is a 19th century or earlier field boundary.
There is an old chalk pit in the gardens of numbers 4 and 6. Perhaps there
was a connection with the brick works at Holtspur shown on the Bryant map of
1825 and the 1875 Ordnance Survey map.
The land on which Hampden Hill now stands became part of the Wilton Park
Estate, one of the three great medieval estates which surrounded
Beaconsfield town and acquired by the Du Pre family in the 18th century. In
1933 local architect Stanley Hamp bought the land from William Du Pre. In
the 1950s “Mountain Goat Country” was identified by Beaconsfield Town
Council as an area for new housing.
Stanley Hinge Hamp (1877-1968) was a significant architect and partner in the
firm of Colcutt and Hamp (still practising in Chesham). He designed domestic
buildings across Greater London, Middlesex and Buckinghamshire from the
turn of the century and into the 1930s in a variety of styles. For many years
the Hamp family lived in Stratton Road. There are some modern-movement
examples of his work in Beaconsfield and Gerrards Cross including the Grade II
listed Whitelands, 75 Gregories Road, Beaconsfield (1934). He also designed
work in an Arts and Craft idiom, including part of Davenies School, Station
Road, Beaconsfield (listed Grade II). In 1935 Hamp became Vice President of
the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA). He worked on many
prestigious buildings and is credited with the river frontage of the Savoy
Hotel.
The houses at Hampden Hill were designed by Stanley’s daughter, Mary
Christian Hamp. She trained at the Architectural Association, qualifying in
1942, and practised under the name Christian Hamp. She submitted
competition designs for a Glass House (1940), for the Festival of Britain
(1951), and for the 1960 Ideal Home exhibition. In 1962 she worked on the
Russian Shop in Holborn, in which timber was used extensively in doors,
fittings and wall claddings. Much of Christian Hamp’s work was domestic and
included alterations to her father’s houses but there seems to have been little
research into her life and work. Hampden Hill is her principal known
creation.

6
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Hampden Hill Conservation Area
The Hampden Hill Society has researched the history of Christian Hamp’s
plans for the site in the RIBA archives. From 1959 the number of proposed
dwellings varied as did the building designs, culminating in the final 1963
layout of 29 houses (with no number 5 but a 29 and 29A, now number 30).
The scheme was developed with a sensitivity to the existing landscape
unusual to many speculative developments.
The name Hampden Hill cleverly incorporates a reference to one of
Buckinghamshire’s most famous residents, John Hampden, as well as the
architect’s own name.
All the original 29 buildings within the conservation area remain as private
residences. No additional houses have been built but some houses have been
extended and outbuildings erected.

7
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CHAPTER 5 – LANDSCAPE, VIEWS and SPACES
The sides of Hampden Hill are steep, rising from 70 metres to 100 metres, and
the conservation area covers about 17 acres, hence the pre-development
soubriquet “Mountain Goat Country”. The steep topography of the chalk
hillside posed a challenge for architect and builder but the development was
ingeniously contrived so as to preserve its rural character. Some levelling of
the earth near the top of the hill created a ‘village green’ focal point. This,
the spacing of the houses and generous plot-sizes, together with the
positioning of most of the houses below the level of the green and roadway,
give Hampden Hill an open, rural character, extending the feel of the open
countryside into the estate and allowing views both into and out of the
conservation area. Important views from the public realm are shown on the
analysis map. They make a significant contribution to the special character of
the area.
From the top of the green there are views over the houses of open
countryside to the west and north-west and of the wooded suburban roads of
Beaconsfield to the north and east. Some houses on the southern side of
Hampden Hill are set above the level of the “green” and the road with
number 23 on the skyline.

View from the
highest point
of Hampden
Hill towards
the railway
line and “Penn
Country” to
the north-west
A short distance to the northwest, the Chiltern railway line runs along the top
of an embankment and trains can be seen and heard from the conservation
area. There is an important view of the conservation area from the railway;
indeed the distinctive houses of Hampden Hill are a marker for Beaconsfield.
View of
Hampden Hill
from the
Riding Lane
railway
embankment
with Holtspur
Bottom Farm
in the
foreground
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Hampden Hill Conservation Area
Whilst some of the houses on the western side of Hampden Hill can be seen
from Holtspur Top Lane, views from the lane are restricted by the steep slope
and trees and bushes. There are glimpses of the conservation area from
Stratton Road. ▼

The area is dotted with shrubs and small trees, of mixed species, both
evergreen and deciduous. They are scattered on the central green and are
grouped around the houses. Those which are protected by Tree Preservation
Orders are shown on the analysis map, as well as those which, when seen
from the public realm, make a significant contribution to the special
character of the area.
The green is owned and managed by Beaconsfield Town Council. At the
request of residents the steep sides are left unmown in the spring and summer
to encourage the establishment of wild flowers and for the benefit of wildlife.
Residents keep a record of the wild flowers, birds and butterflies in the
conservation area (please see the Appendix) and the ecological diversity
fostered by the green spaces and quiet environment also plays a large part in
creating the special character of the area.
The layout of the roads and their treatment respect the topography and
contribute to the rural feel of the area. A circular road surrounds the hilltop,
with three short spurs leading off to the north and south, and a steep access
road linking up with Holtspur Top Lane to the west. The roads are cut into
the hillsides and scarcely visible from the hilltop. Traffic is negligible in this
cul-de-sac. There is a pavement bounded by granite kerbs on one side of the
road only. Both roads and pavements are covered in tarmacadam. The
medium-height street lights are unobtrusive and there are no road markings to
introduce an urban character.
The layout of the building plots and spaces shows great sensitivity to the hilly
site and its rural setting. The development is reminiscent of a traditional
village, with a central green surrounded by houses in an apparently informal
arrangement. The plots are deep, of differing sizes and irregular shapes, and
form extensive gardens, with minimal boundary treatments between them.
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Hampden Hill Conservation Area
Even some back gardens still have no boundary fences. Houses are set at
different levels, at various angles to one another, to their plots, and to the
road. Although the buildings are aligned to allow the occupants to benefit
from the views, their set-back from the road reduces their visual impact. The
generously sized plots engender a feeling of spaciousness and opportunity for
gardens, trees and landscaping which all contribute to the rural character of
the area.

The green is on the left. Even in winter, trees and vegetation help to blend
the development into the landscape. Surface treatments and street lighting
are in keeping with both the rural setting and the modern buildings.
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CHAPTER 6 – BUILDINGS
Hampden Hill belongs to the second, post-war phase of the Modern movement
in architecture. The International Modernism of the 1930s renounced
historical styles in favour of design according to function. The post-war
phase, however, sought to temper pure Modernism and Hampden Hill shows
influences of the Picturesque movement in its landscaping and in the intended
irregularity of layout. The architecture is characteristic of the trend in the
1950s and 1960s to move away from the Vernacular Revival to a Modern
architecture characterised by weatherboarding and tile-hanging. The unusual
design, with steeply pitched roofs, marks a period when architects were
embracing other styles and forms, in this case using Scandinavian themes and
materials. The individuality of the design, quality of construction and the
scale of the development sets Hampden Hill apart from other 20th century
estates in the district and confers genuine distinctiveness on the conservation
area.
The development is homogeneous, designed by a single architect but built in
two phases using common materials. It comprises twenty-nine houses, each
with three or four bedrooms over two storeys. Plot 5 shown on the original
plans was not developed, perhaps because of the old chalk pit, or the
reconfiguration of driveways required by the local authority at the time. The
houses are built against the hillside, with spreading, split-level plans. This
gives them low profiles, integrating the buildings into the landscape, and also
establishing roofscape as an important feature. All the houses have pitched
roofs, imaginatively designed with two slopes of unequal pitch and depth.
They recall the catslide roofs of medieval cottages as well as contemporary
Scandinavian pitches (albeit unevenly angled). They also create an
asymmetrical profile, and facilitate the design of contrasting elevations.
The development encompasses considerable variety within a small range.
There are four different house designs, in order of size, starting with the
smallest:
Type A:
Type B:
Type C:
Type D:

seven examples (numbers 10 to 16)
fifteen examples (numbers 1-4, 17-20, and 24-30)
four examples (numbers 6 to 9)
three examples (numbers 21 to 23)

Types A and B have their long elevations below roof slopes and their minor
elevations below gables, while Types C and D have the opposite arrangement,
with major façades below gables and lesser short elevations below roof
slopes. In general, however, the four Types are achieved simply through
different arrangements of common components.
In all four Types, the main house is a unified block with flat sides. The
ancillary spaces, including utility area, garage, porch and pergola, are
common to each but arranged differently. Most are flat-roofed, single-storey
projections, although the garage in Type B is integral, and in Type A it has a
pitched roof which mirrors that of the main house.
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Each type has clearly been designed to respond to the site, exploit the views,
and accommodate domestic practicalities. Accordingly, each type has four
façades of contrasting character. The uphill or road front has a closed
appearance, with a high proportion of solid to void, appropriate for the minor
utilitarian spaces within, such as bathrooms, kitchens, and garages. The
principal garden elevation is expansive, with little walling and a long run of
plate glass, including French windows with sliding doors which open onto
balconies and terraces. In Type A the fenestration rises the full height of the
elevation into the gable. In Type B it extends the full length of the first floor,
where the reception rooms are unconventionally placed to take full advantage
of the views downhill.
The interiors are characterised by open plans and exposed wood and brick.
The structure of the houses is unconventional, and inseparable from the
design. The load of the roof is borne by internal brick spine walls, relieving
the external walls, and freeing them to be replaced by extensive glazing.
This structure is particularly evident in Type A, where an external brick strip
on the garden front marks the end of the spine wall.
Materials
The building materials respect the natural setting, especially since the houses
are predominantly clad in wood. Walls of yellow stock brick and black-stained
weather-boarding contrast with doorways, window frames, and bargeboards
of white timber. These contrasts are an important means of articulating the
design, with openings outlined in white, and spine walls revealed by external
brickwork. Grey concrete tiled roofs blend in with the rural setting.
The following photographs show examples of each of the four house types:
Type A - seven houses on the steep north-east face of the hill, built on five
levels (including the garage level)

12
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Type B houses with 15 examples, form the majority on the estate.
There are four in the
south-east corner with
balconies and large
windows facing east
over their gardens.
The remaining eleven
on the west of the site
are aligned to benefit
from the westerly
views over open
countryside. Some are
of a modified Type B
design to ensure that
the main rooms enjoy
the westerly view.

Type C - ▼
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The four Type C houses are on the north,
lower part of the site and built deep into
their plots, set farther back from the
road then most of the other houses.

Type D – three houses on the top of the hill set above the level of the road.
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CHAPTER 7 – NEGATIVE AND NEUTRAL FEATURES AND ENHANCEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
Hampden Hill survives in a good condition and little altered, very much as it
was originally designed and built. Credit for this must lie with residents,
some of whom are original purchasers of Hampden Hill properties, who, along
with local authorities have maintained both private and communal areas to a
very high standard. None of the original houses has been lost, nor radically
altered, neither has any new house been introduced to the site.
Nonetheless there are minor negative features in the form of ancillary
buildings which have been inserted which do not respect the existing
architecture or the
◄topography of the site.
Some original timber
windows and doors have
been replaced with uPVC
double-glazed units. These
look out of character
because of the heavier
profile of the frames and
dullness of the material.

Any departure from the restrained palette of colours and materials (chiefly
black weatherboard, white paint, grey roof tiles and yellow stock brick) is
likely to detract from the conservation area’s special character.
Boundary fences are out of character with the open-plan design of the site.
A particularly large house in Stratton Road (number 31) which can be seen
from Hampden Hill is visually intrusive.

Enhancement opportunities
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DESIGNATIONS
None of the houses of Hampden Hill is currently listed. The hilltop is a Green
Space. The land to the northwest is within the Chilterns Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, and that to the west is also Green Belt. Holtspur Bottom
Farm, at the bottom of the hill to the northwest, has four listed buildings (all
Grade II).
SOURCES
Department of the Environment and Department of National Heritage Planning
Policy Guidance (PPG) 15: Planning and the Historic Environment.1994
English Heritage, 2006. Guidance on the management of conservation areas.
English Heritage, 2006. Guidance on conservation area appraisals.
Beaconsfield and District Historical Society, edited by Taylor, A.W., 1983. The
History of Beaconsfield. B & DHS: Beaconsfield.
Brunskill, R. W. , 2004. Traditional Buildings of Britain. Cassell: London.
Buckinghamshire Archaeological Society, 2000. Buckinghamshire in the 1760s
and 1820s: The County Maps of Jefferys & Bryant. Buckinghamshire
Archaeological Society.
Pevsner, Nikolaus & Williamson, Elizabeth, 2000. The Buildings of England,
Buckinghamshire. Penguin: London
Pike, A., 1995. Gazetteer of Buckinghamshire Brickyards. Buckinghamshire
County Museum.
E.E. Reed & Co, Sales Particulars (kindly supplied by Mr K Arton)
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The residents of Hampden Hill
Beaconsfield and District Historical Society
Beaconsfield Old Town Residents Association
Beaconsfield Town Council
Buckinghamshire County Council Archaeological Unit
Buckinghamshire County Council, Centre for Buckinghamshire Studies
The Beaconsfield Society
Mr K. Arton, Surveyor to E.E Reed & Co.
Dr. V. Scott, Conservation Specialist
The Twentieth Century Society
English Heritage
Particular thanks are due to the Hampden Hill Society. They provided all the
photographs for this document (except those on the cover and pages 10 and
15). In preparing this document the Council has relied heavily on their
research and drawn on the character appraisal which they prepared in 2004.
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Conservation Areas
Guidance for Residents
What is a Conservation Area?
An area with special historic or architectural character.
Who designates a Conservation Area?
The local planning authority has the power to designate Conservation Areas
under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.
What does Conservation Area designation mean for residents?
Owners of properties within a designated Conservation Area are unable to
carry out certain works unless they get planning permission or Conservation
Area Consent.
What are these works?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demolition of the whole or a substantial part of the property
Demolition of boundary walls over a certain height
Side or rear extensions over 50 cubic metres or 10% of the original
volume up to a maximum of 115 cubic metres
Alterations to the shape or size of the roof
Cladding of the exterior of the property
Erection of a satellite dish in certain locations
Buildings (eg sheds, summerhouses) or enclosures (eg swimming pools)
within the curtilage of a house, which exceed 10 cubic metres in
volume.

Also, notice must be given to the authority at least 6 weeks prior to any works
to trees within a Conservation Area. For further information please contact
the Tree Officer on 01895 837376 or 837207.
Are extensions allowed in Conservation Areas?
Yes.
Planning applications in Conservation Areas, like any other location, are
considered on their merits. Should a proposal to extend a property be
regarded as in keeping with the character of the area by the Conservation &
Design Officer it would gain permission (this, of course, is subject to Planning
Officer approval based on the usual planning criteria). If the proposal is
deemed not to be in keeping with the character of the area efforts can be
made by the applicant to improve the proposal on the advice of Officers so
that it can become acceptable and be given permission. It is through this

Guidance for residents

APPENDIX

Hampden Hill Conservation Area

process that Conservation Area legislation acts to protect the special
character of these areas.
Are satellite dishes allowed in Conservation Areas?
Yes.
If you ensure that only one satellite dish per property (of less than 90cm in
diameter) is installed in a permitted location then you are free to carry out
the installation without planning permission. Dishes should be sited below the
roofline and away from the front of the house and the chimneys.

Further advice
Should any further information be required on any aspect of the implications
of living in a Conservation Area or local planning regulations please contact
Planning Admin or the Conservation Section at the Council’s Capswood offices
on 01895 837200.

Guidance for residents

Birds, butterflies and wild flowers observed on Hampden Hill. May 1997 to November 2006
Wild flowers observed a) on the Green and b) seen in gardens only. Excludes grasses, shrubs and trees, the majority occur at
the edge of the Green and on the embankment. Birds and Butterflies in and over gardens and Green.
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Wild flowers on the Green
Agrimony, common
Bee orchid
Bindweed
Bindweed, hedge
Birds foot trefoil
Black medick
Broom rape
Buttercup, bulbous
Buttercup, creeping
Buttercup, meadow
Calamint, cushion (wild basil)
Campion, white
Chickweed, greater
Clover, red
Clover, white
Cow parsley
Cow parsnip (Hogweed)
Cowslip
Cranesbill, soft
Daisy
Daisy, Ox-eye
Dandelion
Deadnettle, red
Deadnettle, white
Dock
Eyebright
Field woodrush
Forget-me-not
Gentian, Chiltern

Wild flowers in gardens only
Alkanet
Aaron's rod
Beaked hawk's beard
Bluebell
Bryony, white
Clustered bellflower
Columbine
Creeping buttercup
Creeping cinquefoil
Creeping Jenny
Cuckoo pint
Dark mullein
Dog's mercury
Forget-me-not
Foxglove
Fumitory, common
Geum
Ground elder
Hawkweed, mouse eared
Hedge woundwort
Herb robert
Honesty
Jack-by-the-hedge
Lady's smock
Lungwort
Nipplewort
Primrose, common
Red campion
Rose Bay Willow Herb

Birds
Barn owl
Blackbird
Blackcap
Blue tit
Brambling (winter)
Bullfinch
Buzzard
Carrion crow
Chaffinch
Coal tit
Collared dove
Dunnock
Fieldfare (winter)
Goldcrest
Goldfinch
Great spotted woodpecker
Great tit
Green woodpecker
Greenfinch
Grey heron
Grey Wagtail (occasional)
Hobby
House martin (summer)
House sparrow
Jackdaw
Jay
Kestrel
Lesser spotted woodpecker
Long-tailed tit

Butterflies
Brimstone
Comma
Common blue
Green veined white
Hedge brown (gatekeeper)
Holly blue
Large white
Marbled white
Meadow brown
Orange tip
Painted lady
Peacock
Red admiral
Ringlet
Small copper
Small skipper
Small tortoiseshell
Small white
5 spot burnet moth
Speckled wood
Dark green fritillary ?
Brown argus ?

Number
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Wild flowers on the Green
Goose grass
Ground ivy
Groundsel
Hairy rock cress
Hawkweed(s)
Hay rattle
Hedge bedstraw
Hop bedstraw
Jack-before-noon
Kidney vetch
Knapweed, brown
Knapweed, greater
Lady's bedstraw
Marjoram, wild
Mignonette
Milkwort, common
Mouse-ear, common
Mugwort, common
Orchid, pyramidal
Plantain, hoary?
Poppy, common red
Ragwort
Rest harrow
Rough hawkbit
Salad burnet
Sandwort
Scabious, brown
Scabious, field
Selfheal
Sorrel, common
Speedwell, germander
Speedwell, Persian
St John's wort,common
Stemless thistle
Stinging nettle

Wild flowers in gardens only
Scabious, common
Scarlet pimpernel
Sowthistle, prickly
Spurge, caper
Spurge, petty
Strawberry, wild
Teasel
Viper's bugloss
Welsh poppy
Willow herb
Woody nightshade
Yellow archangel
Yellow fumitory

Number
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

Birds
Magpie
Mallard
Mistle thrush
Nuthatch
Pheasant
Pied wagtail (occasional)
Red kite
Redwing (winter)
Ring necked Parakeet
Robin
Song thrush
Sparrow hawk
Starling
Swift
(summer)
Tawny owl
Treecreeper
Willow warbler/ Chiffchaff
Wood pigeon
Wren
Yellowhammer
Unidentified hawk
Unidentified seagull(s)
Wild flowers on the Green
Tare, hairy
Thyme, wild
Toadflax, yellow
Trefoil, hop
Trefoil, lesser yellow?
Vetch, common
Violet, common
Violet, hairy
Wild carrot
Yarrow (milfoil)

Photographs of wild flowers can be viewed at Plantlife.org.uk, but note that some have more than one common name

This information was compiled and kindly supplied by the Residents of Hampden Hill

APPENDIX

Hampden Hill Conservation Area

Consultation on this document
The following steps were taken to consult the local community on the
contents of this document:
Copies were made available for inspection at:
• the District Council’s offices
• Beaconsfield public library
The document was published on the District Council’s website:
www.southbucks.gov.uk
downloadable free of charge, with an on-line response form.
A letter was delivered to each property in the conservation area notifying the
owner/occupier of the above together with a printed copy of the draft
document and inviting written comments.
Printed copies were also supplied to the following:
• Beaconsfield Town Council
• English Heritage*
• Buckinghamshire’s County Archaeologist
• The Chiltern Society*
• The 20th Century Society
• Buckinghamshire County Council’s Highways Department*
Comments were received from those marked *, from eight residents and from
the Hampden Hill Society. These have been taken into account and some
minor amendments have been incorporated in the final version of this
document.

Consultation on this document

Capswood, Oxford Road,
Denham,
Buckinghanshire UB9 4LH
Tel: 01895 837200

http://www.southbucks.gov.uk//

